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director ashwni dhir has been able to take a wonderful story and bring it alive. the song sequences are such fun that you just cannot watch the film without humming along. try it, you will find it great. the song to play - the song on the soundtrack is the title track "atithi tum
kab jaate". and it is a song on the spirit of the atithi concept that goes beyond just a song that plays at weddings, but a song that brings together couples and families. yes, it is a bonanza of old and new and might even be the first of its kind, a musical journey on the word

atithi. "atithi tum kab jaate" is a song that brings you back to the times of "rohini hai mahisabarat" and the tunes that speak of the sorrow and the sweet on the face of bride and groom! the atithi convention that ajay and konkona go through is a pious trip on wedding related
superstitions and taboos of the traditional indian society. at every step they go through a tapasya [an ancient tradition of penance] as way of seeking god's blessings. but it is the song's major message that the hindus believe in sharing the blessings, in addition to asking for
blessings, it is also a message for people to understand that not just the bride & groom, but all of us should share the blessings equally. the song basically advocates smaran [social good] and mangal-vibhag [protection and happiness for all]. the song has lyrics by the great

lyricist javed akhtar, and the music is rendered by vishal dadlani and shalmali kholgade.
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